
  

Frequently Asked Questions about using a sledge at public skating: 

1. I have trouble skating or can’t because I have a physical disability. Can I use a sledge during 

public skating? Yes. The Town of Collingwood has a very inclusive public skating policy that 

allows the use of wheelchairs, sledges, skating aids and other adaptive devices during public 

skating.  Use of a chair is not allowed.  

2. Does the Town have sledges for use by the public?  

Yes. They have 7 sledges and these are stored at Central Park Arena. Ask an arena attendant to 

help you get a sledge out from storage if the sledges aren’t already out. They are free to use but 

you will need to sign a waiver. Pucks are not allowed.  

3. How will I know which sledge to use? When you’re sitting in a sledge, your knees should be 

slightly bent and your feet should be supported on the strap at the end of the sledge. You may 

need to shorten or lengthen the leg support. Ask the attendant to show you how to do this.  

4. Will an attendant help me get in to the sledge? No. The attendant will tell you how to get in and 

out but you should be able to do this on your own. If you need help to get into the sledge, you 

need to ask a family member or friend to assist you.  

5. How do I propel myself in a sledge? You will be provided with two sticks that have picks on the 

end. Push yourself by digging the picks into the ice. Use caution and avoid hitting someone with 

the sticks.  

6. Do I need good balance to use a sledge? Yes. You may tip over while trying to use a sledge. It can 

be very hard to get back upright. Make sure you have a family member or friend close by to help 

you. If you don’t have good balance, you may want to use a sledge that has anti-tippers. Ask the 

attendant if it’s available.  

7. Can someone push me in my sledge? Yes but they must wear skates or ice cleats. There is a push 

bar available with the sledges. Ask the arena attendant.  

8. Do I need to wear protective gear while using a sledge? A CSA approved helmet is 

recommended. You may also want to wear protective gloves and elbow pads.  


